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E-mail back on track after rough roads
By AMYJO L. BROWN
The BG News

BG Newi Photo/BEN FRENCH
Freshman Lauren Tobul checks her e-mail using the Lotus Notes software. Last semester many
students were frustrated with the system, but this year students report an improvement.

U. welcomes new
graduate students
scholars welcomed new scholars with pins.
Later there was a candleTen new doctoral and 38 light ceremony, during which
master students were inducted the audience recited the Uniinto "the community of schol- versity's alma mater.
ars" during the fifth annual
"(This ceremony) is a recogconvocation ceremony Friday nition of the various connecsponsored by the College Stu- tions between the community,"
dent Personnel program (CSP) said Mike Coomes, associate
and the Higher Education professor and chair of the
Administration Doctoral pro- CSP . "The Candlelight is a
gram (HIED).
symbol of the light of learning."
The keynote speaker Sallye
New master students said
McKee, vice provost of enroll- the ceremony functioned as a
ment and support services motivation for their journey
addressed the' students, wel- toward their degree(s).
coming them and giving them
"This ceremony is kind of
advice. During the ceremony the final point for all of us, the
McKee was awarded the Uni- final point right before the
versity Community Award for beginning," said Harry Harris,
her help in increasing under- a first year CSP master stugraduate program.
dent. "It makes you feel part of
"Contribute your best, con- the group as a whole and
tribute often, have fun and induct you into the program. It
always say thank you," McKee motivates you in the fact that
said.
there are people out there for
Her speech centered around you, everyone as a whole is
the ceremony theme "Appreci- cheering you on and supportating Cultural Legacy," which ing you."
is one of the ten values of the
Heath Hulser, a first year
community of scholars.
CSP master student, shared
"The legacy of our parents similar thoughts.
and ancestors influence each
"What was really neat was
one of us >n different ways," the fact all the speaker said
she said. "Additionally, our welcome into the circle of scholideals as well as our legacy ars," Hulser said. "I looked up
shape us."
and saw everyone else in their
McKee emphasized the robes (regalia) and it made me
importance
of displaying say, "Yes, I am going to be a
appreciation regularly.
scholar some day, not just a
"Knowing how to show student.™
appreciation can be a great tool
Coomes said the ceremony is
and provide vital help to significant and traditionally is
emerging scholars because we held in the beginning of the
learn to appreciate all that we academic year.
struggle to make sense out of
"This program has a strong
in the world," she said.
sense of community and we
During the ceremony, the want to continue to support
faculty members of CSP and that community," Coomes said.
HIED read the ten values of "The best way to do that is to
the community of scholars, and have an activity like this,
new master and doctoral stu- where the newest members are
dents were asked to sign the involved and see themselves as
roll of students, and current a group of scholars."
By IRENE SHARON SCOTT
The BG News

to show appreciation can be
eat tool and provide vital help to
rging scholars hecause we learn to
date all that we struggle to make
lse out of in the world,"
jre McKee,
iProvost of Enrollment and Support Services

Technology
support
is
breathing a huge sigh of relief
this semester. E-mail is back
on track and running with few
glitches.
Within computer labs, the
computer staff is noticing the
improvements with the new
Lotus Notes e-mail.
"E-mail is going pretty
smoothly," said junior Randall
Peters, a lab monitor.
Brandon Melgaard, a senior
graphic design major, said the
big problem he has noticed is
that students are simply forgetting their passwords.
"There doesn't seem to be
any difficulty getting on," Melgaard said, "The server is pretty consistent. People just aren't
remembering
their
passwords."
Problems
resulted
last
semester when the old Pine email system was exchanged
with a newer version of software, Lotus Notes. The new
software, however, was not
compatible with the old
system.

"Last year it was so frustrating," said Amy Fledderjohann.
"This year I came back and
everything was fine. I like
ILotus Notes] so much better
now. It's never busy, I get my
messages and everybody gets
my e-mails right away."
Anne-Marie Lancaster, vice
provost of technology, said
most of the problems were
fixed over the summer.
"We installed the next version of software," she said, "It
was a significant upgrade and
allowed us to really improve
the performance of the system."
The most difficult part of
attacking the problems lay in
fixing individual accounts
because they required the most
time, she said.
Now, things are running
well.
"(The e-mail system] is more
reliable and performs better,"
Lancaster said.
Sean Ryan, a sophomore
sports management major,
likes Lotus Notes better than
Pine.
"It's more user friendly,"
he said.

Senior IPC major Craig Desjarlais also feels the new system is an improvement.
"It's easy now," he said.
Other students, however,
are still a little wary of the new
system and have chosen to get
their mail elsewhere.
"I think it takes too long to
process," said Amy Alspach,
junior telecommunications, "so
I got free e-mail from somewhere else."
Godfrey Lewis, sophomore
undecided, had similar feelings.
"Lotus Notes takes too much
time to start up," he said. "I
use Yahoo instead."
Despite some hesitancy
among students, Lancaster
believes that overall everyone
is satisfied with the new system.
"The tech support center has
received over 800 questions
and all have been easily
resolved," she said as reassurance that e-mail is now working properly.

Students face insurance woes
By SARAH DELANEY
The BG News
College students need to be
aware of how much insurance
coverage they have (or don't
have) when they leave home to
pursue theii education.
Danielle Beverly, a recent
graduate of the University who
is diabetic, thought she was
going to lose the health insurance she got through her parents when she turned 22.
"It made me nervous to know
I may not have any type of
medical coverage when I left
Bowling Green," she said.
According to Dr. Joshua
Kaplan, director of health services at the University, Beverly
is not alone. Many undergraduates who are covered by their
parents' health insurance may
lose that coverage upon graduation or reaching age 21 or 22.
Kaplan suggested students
in this situation look into
COBRA benefits.
"COBRA stands for Congressional Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act," Kaplan said.
"Many students qualify for
COBRA benefits, which allow
them to pay into their parents'
insurance plan and receive the
same coverage they've been
getting."
Kaplan said a student would

have to talk to his or her insurer to find out more about
obtaining these benefits.
Other options for students
include getting insurance
through their employer
and getting individual
health
insurance,
although Kaplan called
individual insurance "outrageously expensive."
Kaplan also warned that
it is risky to go without health
insurance.
"Getting sick can easily cost
several thousand dollars," he
said. "It can be dangerous to
one's health and finances to go
without insurance."
According to The New
York Times, 43 million
Americans are currently
without any health insurance, up from 31 million 10
years ago.
Students who plan on
attending graduate school may
not have to face this problem
right away because full-time
students are usually still covered by their parents' insurance.
Beverly, who decided to
attend graduate school full
time in Iowa, found that she
was able to remain on her
parents' insurance until age 25,
but she has to pay for that
coverage.

Derrick Jones, a graduate student in theater, will have insurance
as long as he is a student
Jones thinks there should be
more opportunities for students to
get affordable health care.
"I think something should be
done to make health insurance
more available to students at a low
cost," he said.
Beverly said undergraduates

should
start thinking about their
insurance coverage before they
risk losing it like she did.
"Students don't realize how
important it is to start early to
find a plan that will suit them
in the future," she said. "You
never know what's going to
happen."

PLA gives freshmen head start
By IRENE SHARON SCOTT
The BG News
Over the summer, 31 University students started school
three months early in order to
participate in the President's
Leadership Academy (PLA) and
get an early taste of college life.
According to Carter Gilmer,
director of PLA, PLA is a four
year program, but students
must enroll at the University
during the summer. The summer program is five weeks
long.
"Students are allowed to
enroll in classes, live in residence halls and attend additional programming and leadership seminars for free," said
Gilmer.
Classes students took were
writing, chemistry, mathematics, communication and computer science classes.
The overall goal of this program is to develop the core

components of leadership:
Knowledge, honesty, openmindedness, teamwork and
persistence.
Students that participate in
PLA must have a 2.5 cumulative high school GPA, demonstrate leadership skills in their
community and high school,
letters of recommendation, be
enrolled at the University and
successfully complete the PLA
summer program.
Gilmer said PLA is beneficial
because students gain leadership skills, learn time management skills, have scholarships
opportunities and gain a
greater appreciation for diversity through seminars.
Topics of seminars range
from leadership, career development to enriching the students' knowledge about different cultural backgrounds.
Sherry Johnson, a freshman
integrated science in secondary
education major and a PLA

participant, said the program
prepared her for college.
"PLA gave me a realistic
view of college, we had no curfews but they made it clear that
if you come in late that you
won't be able to attend class in
time," she said.
Johnson said this summer
the PLA took a variety of outof-town trips on the weekend
which were educational and
taught them about different
cultures.
"On the weekend, we did
high ropes at Camp Palmer,
which was a test of strengths
and weakness," she said. "Also,
it was a team building activity.
(In addition,) we went to the
farm of one our PLA participants."
Johnson feels confident as a
student, thanks to PLA.
1 know about 30 other people at the start of the school
year," she said. "I know what is
expected of me as a student and

am familiar with the University"
Furthermore,
Gilmer
emphasized that they treat
these students as "men and
women." They have no curfews,
but are expected to attend the
classes, complete the necessary
work assigned and attend the
seminars schedule.
"We give them a realistic college experience," he said.
PLA was University President Sidney Ribeau initiative.
It was established in 1997 and
opened to students from Toledoarea high schools. Last year, it
welcomed students from cities
in Ohio, Michigan and California.
Johnson added that the PLA
participants are expected to
enroll in approximately 10
hours of PLA core courses and
attend certain events throughout the year.
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Brian Taylor
Opinion Editor
372-2603

OPINION
Believe in, fight for something
By the time I get on campus
today, some of my newest
friends may be on their way to
a Washington, D.C. jail. No, I'm
not talking about my drug-running friends or the "friends" I
made on the corners throughout the years. I'm talking about
people who do something with
their lives.
Now okay, maybe that
sounds a little harsh and I
guess it is. Just last week I
admitted that we are somewhat
limited in Bowling Green, but
it's still hard not to remain bitter when you see friends of
yours going to jail for what they
and you believe.
What I'm talking about is
Tibet l pronounced "Tib-bet").
Most people know of it only
through Brad Pitt and his
seven years there.
It was invaded 50 years ago
by the Chinese, who claim as
they did then that Tibet has
always been a part of the
nation of China. That itself is
debatable I personally disagree, but I'm not a historian.
Regardless, the fact that more
than a million Tibetans have
died as a direct result of Chinese occupation, the Dalai
Lama (Tibetan spiritual and
political leader) has been forced
to flee Tibet and also endure
numerous attempts on his life
and that Tibetan life in general
seems to have deteriorated
since Chinese occupation all
add up to one smellv pile of
bullsh t
What I'm talking about in
regards to Tibet is a complicat-

ed project being considered by
an international organization
called the World Bank. What
happens is each country or
region has a representative
that sits on the Board of the
Bank and these chaps and
ladies give out loans to individual nations requesting assistance. In this case, China is
requesting a loan that would, in
part, help move Chinese farmers into a region that was considered Tibetan before Chinese
occupation. In late June, they
approved the project, but
required an inspection team to
check out the situation before it
was funded. Why inspect?
Because the Chinese have a
nice history of environmental
destruction in Tibet, religious
persecution (anyone who came
to listen to Tibetan monk
Palden Gyatso last spring
would know how deep that persecution goes) and insane
imprisonment laws. In fact, an
American, last I knew, was still
in Chinese prison with severe
injuries that the Chinese claim
were sustained in an escape
attempt. And what was this
American imprisoned for? For

following the policy that China believe in something so much
assured the World Bank and that you're willing to put yourthe international community self so far out on the line that
would be allowed. Namely, exa- you allow yourself to go to
mening and inspecting the area prison. It wasn't easy for me.
into which the proposed move This isn't Bowling Green jail
will take place.
we're talking about. This is
So, in late June, I found D.C. general population jail
myself in Washington, D.C. car- (and I would have been in for
rying a brown sack with the weekend had I been arrestTibetan flags, rappeling equiped). It's scary, trust me. Espement and a gigantic banner
cially when you have a true
that read,
"World
Bank
Approves China's Genocide in appreciation for what kind of a
Tibet" with a couple of guys in life you've led.
What do you believe in?
plaid shirts, carrying a ladder,
walking behind me. Our diver- What are you willing to sacrision, a woman carrying too fice yourself for? Talk is great.
much paper in folders dropped I'm a master at it as you can
her stuff inside the Bank on see. I do it every week. But
cue, which acted as a distrac- what about your actions? I
tion for security guards while don't consider myself all big
the two guys behind me picked and bad for putting myself out
up the bag I put on the ground, there. Someone asked and I volclimbed the ladder onto an unteered. It was that simple.
overhang on the front of the But how many of you are willbuilding and I handed the lad- ing to do the same? With all of
der up to them. Yes, I definitely your talk and all of your gesturfelt like I was in an old 50s spy ing, how many of you are willflick.
ing to go all the way out on that
We'd expected our climbers branch to accomplish that
to be arrested and that even I which you claim to believe in? I
and another woman might be always say that you don't have
arrested. But surprisingly, not
to believe in what I believe in,
a soul was put in handcuffs.
just so long as you believe in
This is the exception to the
rule, though. Today, to my and fight for something. Live
knowledge, we're expecting that.
numerous people to be arrested
Brian Taylor would like to
for peaceful protest (blocking
dedicate this column to Lhadon,
entryways , etc).
I don't know if any of the Thupten, John and anyone else
main papers will pick it up or if who might be putting their ass
it will be like a tree falling in on the line today. He can be
the forest and no one hearing it. reached at laylob@bgnet.bgsu.
But I know what it takes to edu.

PEOPLE
I
on the street
Question; Are you afraid you wijl lose your insurance
i 21?

Dan Kyals
Sophomore
Education
"Yeah, bicause I
depend mi it."

Chrtety Svetz
Sophomore
Business
$ dont think I
|ave insurance
right now."
_ Sti phaiiic
(; Torzewski
Junior
Rpietitics

JoeCal
Sophomore
Communicatioi
"Nu, ill at is some-.
thing I am really
not worried about
right now."

Brian Danyi
Sophomore
Business!-?
"Yes, becamfil
think a Boo
changes will
happen onB
turn 21.1
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the Editor
Dear Kditor:
This letter is in response to
the two opinion letters written
on Friday. Aug. 27 titled "Simpsons vs
Behaviorism" and
"South Park kills many brain
cells."
Let's deal with one at a
time.The Simpsons is an American institution — the longest
running animated television
series ever. I enjoy it myself Do
you know why I enjoy it? It is a
freaking cartoon, and it makes
people laugh!
The fact that Mr. Louis
Lomasky learned some new
theory called behaviorism and
wrote a nice long article using
many big words to prove a point
is acceptable. Here are my
questions, however:
A Whocares? Where did this

come from?
B. Why would one use a cartoon as the pinnacle of their
long-winded spiel?
C. And, who watches the
Simpsons THAT much that
they begin contemplating idealistic theories about Homer
Simpson and Mr. Burns a.k.a.
"Fictional Characters?"
If your goal in life is to showcase your intellect (or big
vocabulary), okay, but don't use
up precious newspaper space
that would have been better
spent on a KMart ad offering 99
cent tube socks.
And as far as the South Park
dude is concerned — it is people
like these two funsuckers that
take all the fun out of being
young while we can.
We — in we, I mean college
students — only have so long to

enjoy our lives with minimal
responsibilities and requirements. Soon we will all be gone
and working in "the real
world," and this is inevitable.
And if individuals like these
two authors want to make the
jump to adulthood prematurely,
that is their decision.
I call these people fun suckers. They actually enjoy sucking the fun out of everything
they possibly can. My advice to
you is to RELAX! Sit back and
enjoy life for what it is worth.
Brain cells are not being killed
by making people laugh; people
are killed by people who don't
laugh!! Try laughing, I guarantee you'll enjoy it!
Bryan Starosto
Senior
IPC

Parents don't know what goes
on once they leave their kids

by Kohby Messer
i 'ollege I'n ss Exchange, North.
em Ari/.ona University

Moving into a dorm can be
an interesting - and eye-opening - experience.
For many students, it's the
only time parents will ever see
their living quarters. And that's
a good thing because the floors
are swept, mirrors polished and
desktops buffed to. a shine.
These cramped, little spaces
*on't always be so, well, clean
— and Mom and Dad don't need
(mages of how these rooms
digress seared into their brains.

1.

In fact, Mom and Dad don't
need to know a lot of things
after this milestone called
move-in day has passed, which
is the reason move-in day feels
like this big private joke among
the students who nod dutifully
as their parents check out the
facilities.
Move-in day for me was no
exception. Just like everyone
else, my parents and I
crammed everything imaginable into my tiny space, and
just like everyone else, I
thanked the parents for helping
me schlep my stuff up to my
room. Thev cooed about the

■

tiles missing from the floor
while I just stood there nodding
in agreement.
But I had other things on my
mind — and so did just about
everyone else as best I could
tell.
Ysee, nobody really wants to
make friends on the first day.
Sure, we might go around,
introducing ourselves, but if
truth be told, there are a lot of
ulterior motives at work. We're
just looking for somebody to
bring us back to our rooms
when we've had too much to
drink. Of course no one mentions that to the folks. Or at

■

fe
least no one I know did at my
school on move-in day. But our
little inside joke almost did fall
apart when one guy used a
dolly to assist him with moving
in.
He didn't have the luxury of
having parental assistance
with moving in his television,
VCR, stereo, bookcase, and
couch. Heck, he didn't even use
the dolly to help him move any
of those things either.
The dolly was used for one
purpose and one purpose only:
to haul beer.
A couch can be bumped, and
a television can always be

'
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scratched and still function
properly. Four cases of beer,
however, need to be handled
with care. One bump, and that
could be one less beer. (To the
average person that may not
seem like much, but to the dormitory lush who majors in
hangovers, it's everything.)
As the beer was being paraded through the hall toward its
final destination, parents,
almost simultaneously, looked
at each other as if to say "Isn't
this a dry dorm?"
An ugly scene narrowly
averted, goodbyes
finally
rolled
around.
Parents

embraced their children, and
hometown honeys stood tearyeyed in the halls — all confident that they had successfully
delivered the student they
loved to the land of higher education.
But the minute they were
out, it was time to christen
dorm rooms. Music blared and
the beer flowed.
The parents were gone. They
saw the living arrangements
and approved.
Wonder what would happen
if they knew about the lifestyle.
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Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
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So I was talking to a
friend of mine on the phone
the other day. He had just
Been The Blair Witch Project" and was telling me how
it was one of the scariest
movies he had ever seen.
I had not seen it but was
planning to in a few days,
and I was happy to hear that
it was scary, as so many of
the so-called "horror" movies
that come out are nothing
more than little teeny-bopper attempts to measure up
to true, scary horror movie
status.
I had heard a bit about the
movie, so I knew the general
premise - film students go
out to do a documentary in
;the woods and end up disappearing. Their tapes arc
.found a year later but the
students themselves are
never seen or heard from
again.
1 had also heard, from sev• eral reliable sources, that
although Internet sites and
other such media outlets had
led some to believe the movie
was based on a true story, it
was not a true story at all.
Where was I, though? Oh
:yes, I was taking about the
film with my friend. Well,

after he had discussed how
frightening it was for a bit,
he went on a spiel about how
the movie was indeed not
only based on a true story,
but how what the viewers
saw in the film were parts of
the actual film that was
found.
At first I tried to dissuade
him from this opinion and
explain to him that the
whole idea that the story
was true came as a result of
clever marketing techniques
designed to draw more viewers to the theater. He was
relentless in the defense of
his opinion, though, and soon
I found it absolutely ridiculous for me to even try to
convince
him
otherwise
because he simply wasnt listening anymore, so caught
up in his own little righteous
sphere (or something of the
like).
So, I let it go. I said "okay
then, darling," and "yes, you
must be right then" and tried
to change the subject as
quickly as possible.
And so my life went on
nicely for the rest of that day
and the next, until the phone
rang during the afternoon of
that second day.
It was my friend calling to
apologize for not listening to
me because he had ran into
new information that had
totally changed his mind
about the realness of "Blair
Witch," the movie in question and centerpiece of our
earlier tiff. He said that
indeed, the movie was totally
made up.
"I know it is," I said, not

3
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suspecting that in the next
sentence he would basically
accuse me of being smug in
my response. I really don't
think I was, though, I was
just saying what I thought. I
harbored no hard feelings
from the previous day and
felt no need to condescend in
any way.
It's just that lately I simply do not see the point in
people not saying what they
think (at least to a point). I
think peopfe should still be
polite and civil (no need to be
rude about declaring an
opinion or stating a fact), but
really, why conceal what is
on one's mind?
I am not saying that I, any
way, shape or form, practice
this truth — saying principle
that I preach, but I wish that
I did. I don't think that I
could ever tell my absolute
opinion all of the time and I
don't think that's realistic for
anyone, but I strive to be
open and honest in all of my
relations with other people.
And, as such, if someone
has something to say or any
opinion, I encourage them to
just come out with it, especially if it concerns me.
For example, I recently
got my hair chopped off and
got a variety of reactions
from different people. Some
said they really liked it, others that it looked nice, and
others simply said, "Oh ...
you, um. got your hair cut." I
think (although I cannot say
for certain) that if they don't
like it, I would rather have
them say, "Oh, you got your
hair cut. I think I liked it

better the other way."
Seeing as no one said that
to me, I dont know if I would
really take it well or not, but
I hope that I would.
The other side of the spectrum, of course, is the person
who is hearing someone's
honest opinion. I don't think
honesty can work without
the understood support of
the other party as well.
Ill go back to the haircut
example once more. If I
would rather live my life in a
happy shell of oblivion, being
satisfied (and, in fact, more
content) with people showing
mere surface politeness to
me forever, then having
someone tell me they don't
like my haircut may be devastating. (That sounded silly,
but you know what I mean, I
hope.)
If, however, I too want to
live life on the edge, with
openness and honesty, and
take my chances with hearing truths, a negative opinion wouldn't affect me as
much. Indeed, I would probably be thankful for it more
than anything else.
And so, if some day you
see a movie and have the
wrong impression of it and
spout to a friend and later
have to call the friend back
and say that you were
wrong, don't be offended if
they say, "yes, I know."
Or, well, anyway, just try
to be honest.

Have you read your syllabi today?

ACROSS
1 Business abor
4 Chronic
respiratory
disease
10
maler
14 Big . CA
15 Distribute widely
16 Meg or Irene
17 I Like
('50s
slogan)
18 Worked hard
19 One of a pride
20 Carried on ocean
waves
22 Art schoo
23 97 Wimbledon
26
28
29
30
33
37
■"
39
40
41
43
44
45
47
48

Closed hand
Sleep sourtrjy?
In the past
Bam nester
Unexpected
benefit
Concur
soundlessly
■•"""'■" """'
That g.rl
Rogers or Acuf
Mystery writer
S-ie
B ack goo
Apollo 13"
director Howard
Lubncated
Blot humor
Old Testament
book

«
■ „
55 Efifi
In a dignified
58
59
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

DOWN
1 Sisler of Osins
2 Use a
microwave?
3 Kind of pop

pathetic

TODAY: Sunny. High 70, low 48.

Pronunciation: poi-'the-tik
Function: adjective
Etymology: Middle French or
Late Latin; Middle French pathe-

TUESDAY: Partly Cloudy. High
76, low 47.

tique, from Late Latin patheticus,
from Greek "pathEtikos" capable of
feeling, pathetic, from "paschein"
(aorist pathein) to experience, suffer - more at PATHOS.
Date: 1598

WEDNESDAY: Partly Cloudy.
High 80, low 55.

1 : having a capacity to move
one to either compassionate or contemptuous pity
2 : marked by sorrow or melancholy : SAD

THURSDAY: Partly Cloudy.
High 86, low 61.
FRIDAY : Fair. Low in the
lower 60s, high in the middle
80s.

3: Absolutely lame and heinous,
in the sense that it makes you want
to hurl with exasperation or a similar emotion.
synonym: see MOVING
- pjlhtti.il /-ti-k&l/ adjective
- pathet I cal ly /-ti-k(i-)lE/
adverb
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Women"

Sales Tables
A Toledo feminist bookstore.will
be on-campus with a range of
books, t-shirts, gifts and music.
107 Hanna Hall.
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Actress Mary
Active pastime
Singer Lopez
Hunt and Reddy
Sultry West
Annex
Oahland Francs
inventing facts
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!JZealander
13 Bancroft and
Meara
21 w.nged mammal
22 Bridge suapon
24 Feeling 01 anxiety
25 Disturbance
26 Hollo* tooth
27 Borodin opera
Prince
30 Choice
31 Writer Virginia
32 Queues
34 Mistaken
35 Alcove
36 Unit of force
42 Some insect
repellents
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46 Prescnplion nfo
47 Iota
46 Game-show host
Pat
40 Manini garnish
50 Separate
Tables b:ai

107 Hanna Hall.
7 p.m.
Women and Spirituality
Rev. Karen Thompson, UCF
Campus Ministry facilitates
discussion open to everyone
regardless of faith background

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
College Republicans Membership Drive
Education Building steps.

10:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
International Travel Grant
Workshop
Receive tips and more information on applying for education
abroad funds. Call 372-0309 for
more information. 1103 Offenhauer West.

1

-.

10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Clothing Sale and TieDye
Thon
Union Mall.

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Student Employment and
Career
Services
Open
House
Job fair info, posted jobs, Web
Walk-Up
registration,
job
search workshops. 300 Saddlemire
Student
Services
Building.
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manner
Nonsense
Los
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Tic-lac-toe win
Declare
Cuban export
S American
nation
Berry and Norton
Wee
Sun homily
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WEATHER this week WORD
3
of the day

Mary Beth Murtha
Page Three Editor
372-2603
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The Fine Arts Building accommodates the School of Art, art
galleries,
and
numerous
studio*.
... believers and non-believers.
107 Hanna Hall.

Tuesday, August 31
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Art Exhibit: Once is Never
Enough
Textiles, ancestors and reburi-

51
52
53
56
57
59
60

Geneva's lake
Aromas
Weighty
Traditional tales
"This Is
Life"
Perform
AbarxJon truth

als in Highland Madagascar.
Runs through Sept. 24. Daily
except Mondays; 1-4 p.m. Sundays. Free and open to the public. Wankelman Gallery, Fine
Arts Center.
10 a.m. ■ 4 p.m.
College Republicans Membership Drive
Education Building steps.
10 a.m. ■ 4 p.m.
Student Employment and
Career
Services
Open
House
Job fair info, posted jobs, Web
Walk-Up
registration,
job
search workshops. 300 Saddlemire
Student
Services
Building.
7- 8:30p.m.
Eating Disorders Support
Group
For women with anorexia and
bulimia concerns; sponsored by
the Student Health Center and
the Counseling Center. For
more information call Judy
Miller, MSN. RN at 372-7425.
107 Hanna Hall.

Wednesday,
September 1
Noon
Brown Bag Luncheon
What I Did on My Summer
Vacation : Mary Krueger, director of the Women's Center, will
share experiences from her
feminist
pilgrimage.
107
Hanna Hall.
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Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief
372-6966

NEWS
Concerned relief agencies tour Turkey

Eye on the Nation

By PAUL GEITNER
The Associated Press
ISTANBUL, Turkey — A World Bank team toured flattened
areas of western Turkey on Saturday, assessing how much foreign aid is needed to help rebuild the tens of thousands of homes
and lives ruined in last week's powerful quake.
With days of heavy rains adding to the misery of quake survivors camped out in muddy, rat-infested fields, the task of
replacing soggy, makeshift tents with solid housing was becoming more urgent. Damage to houses and infrastructure from the
Aug. 17 quake has been estimated at $10 billion, and the government says as many as 600,000 have been left homeless.
Ajay Chhibber, the World Bank's Turkey director, said teams
would be established in the next few days to develop reconstruction plans, including energy, water and transportation projects.
Government plans to boost a variety of taxes had prompted
nationwide protests. Economists and business leaders warned
the taxes could further increase already high inflation and
induce a recession.

Roller coaster accident

'jf

H

"Our forecast shows it about 100 miles offshore" when it passes Florida, said Jerry Jarrell, director of the National Hurricane
Center in Miami. "That's significant because we think that 60 or
60 mph winds stick out about 100 miles. That suggests that
they're going to get strong winds and they're really going to get
some strong surf out of this."

fl; * ii

(Clintons attend Democratic fundraiser
8y KEVIN GALVIN
rke Associated Press
EAST HAMPTON, N.Y. — President Clinton delivered his
warmest endorsement yet of his wife's all-but-declared Senate
■ace as both Clintons came to New York on Saturday to raise
noney for her and other Democrats.
Hillary Rodham Clinton deserves her own chance at elected
ifficc, after an adult lifetime of unelected public service, Clinton
said at the first of a string of political fund-raising parties in the
Hamptons, a tony district of Long Island an hour from New York
Dity.
"If you want somebody who has thought about this stuff and
vorked hard and always tried to do it for other people for 30
years," Clinton began, "who has more heart, more intelligence,
nore ability and more commitment than any person I have ever
mown. ... then you ought to send her to the Senate and give her
i chance to serve."
Mrs. Clinton is raising money for a possible 2000 run for the
Senate seat now held by Democrat Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
vho is retiring.

Wildfires spark forest management conflict
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Dennis batters Bahamas, nears Florida
By DEBY NASH
The Associated Press
NASSAU, Bahamas — A strengthened Hurricane Dennis battered the northern Bahamas on Saturday, tearing up trees and
utility poles, ripping down buildings under construction and
threatening to grow even more powerful as it approaches the
United States.
Forecasters projected Dennis would become a Category 3
storm with winds up to 130 mph within 48 hours.
Dennis' core is projected to stay away from shore as it passes
Florida. But its outer winds could swipe the state on Sunday, and
it could make landfall as late as Tuesday, most likely somewhere
in the Carolinas, forecasters said.

Associated Press Photo

State officials inspect the Wild Wonder roller coaster at
Gillian's Wonderland Pier In Ocean City, NJ. On Saturday a
39-year-old woman and her 8-year-old daughter were killed
when a car sliding backwards smashed Into their car as they
waited to begin the ride.

By STEVE GEISSINGER
The Associated Press
SACREMENTO, Calif. — As more than 20 major wildfires
charred brush and timber on thousands of acres in five western
states Friday, critics said the Forest Service should be doing
more to clear undergrowth that can fuel catastrophic wildfires.
Forest Service officials say it will take years of aggressive cutting and controlled burns to return the forests to the state they
were in before humans intervened.
Wildfires had raced across at least 190,000 acres by Friday
afternoon — more than half in California and others in Nevada,
Oregon, Washington and Texas.
Hundreds of residents were chased from their homes in California and Nevada early this week, but few homes have burned,
and no mandatory evacuations were in effect Friday. One death
was blamed on a fire in California.

Congress meets with U.N. humanitarian program
By WAIEL FALEH
The Associated Press
BAGHDAD, Iraq — Five
U.S. congressional staff members ignored State Department
objections Sunday by beginning
a fact-finding mission to Iraq,
the first such journey since the
1991 Persian Gulf War.
A U.S. travel ban makes visits to Iraq difficult, but group
members got around the ban by
not technically using their
American passports. They carried special papers with their
passports for recording their
entry and departure.

Still, it was clear the U.S.
administration was not pleased
about the visit. No U.S.
Embassy staff received the
group on its arrival Saturday in
Amman, Jordan, as is customary, and embassy officials there
disavowed anything to do with
the five-day mission.
"We are here to see the
impact of ■ UN.) sanctions on
the Iraqi people," trip organizer
Phyllis Bennis said Sunday following the 10-hour drive from
neighboring Jordan. Flights to
Iraq are barred under economic
sanctions imposed after Iraq's

1990 invasion of Kuwait, which
led to the Gulf War.
Before leaving Amman, Bennis, of the Washington-based
Institute for Policy Studies,
described the visit to Iraq as
"the beginning of a process for
Congress to have an independent look at what is happening
in the country."
Some members of Congress
have begun to question the
Clinton administration's Iraq
policy, which includes the sanctions and near-daily strikes on
Iraqi air-defense sites that lock
on to U.S. jets patrolling skies

Attention Off-Campus Students
Your Local Off-Campus address and telephone number will be
printed in the BGSU Telephone Directory.
Use the Off-Campus Local Address Change form below to provide Off-Campus
residence and telephone only.
To assure proper inclusion in the BGSU Telephone Directory please submit
Completed forms by:

Wednesday
September 1,1999
5:00 p.m.
Please mail or deliver the completed Off-Campus Local Address change form to
the Office of Registration and Records, 110 Administration Building or drop off the
form at one of the sites listed below
Drop Locations:
University Union Information Desk
Off-Campus Student Center
Library Circulation Desk
University Bookstore
Administration Building, 1st Floor Hall
Office of Registration and Records
Off-Campus Housing Office

Off-Campus Local
Use this form only it Off-Campus Local Address Change or Correction is required.
Contact the On-Campus Housing Office to change residence hall or Greek unit address..
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over northern and southern
Iraq. The administration has
said it intends to keep the pressure on President Saddam Hussein, and wants him forced out
of power.
The United States and
Britain have insisted the sanctions will remain until Iraq convinces the United Nations it is
rid of all of its weapons of mass
destruction.
The delegation was meeting
Sunday night with Hans von
Sponeck, the U.N. humanitarian coordinator in Iraq, for a
briefing on the "oil-for-food"

program, according to a source
close to the group.
Under that U.N. program,
Iraq can sell a limited amount
of oil to buy humanitarian
goods including food and medicine.
Bennis said that while in the
country, the group also would
explore the possibility of U.S.
grain sale to Iraq and look into
the impact of U.S.-Iraq policy
on the region as a whole.
The congressional staffers
were planning to visit several
sites in Baghdad over the next
two days, then spend a few

days outside the capital. None
of the five were willing to speak
with reporters in Jordan or
Iraq — another sign of the sensitivity of their decision to visit
Iraq.
No meeting was planned
with Saddam, Bennis said.
The

official

Iraqi

tion's arrival Sunday but gave
no details.

LLR Multicultural Affairs Committee
Issues in Cultural Diversity Scries 1999-00
'Expressing Ethnic and Cultural Identity Through the ARTS'

EVENTS CALENDAR
Thursday, October 14, 1999
Poetry from a Haitian Perspective
Poet: Marilene Phipps
Jerome Library - Pallister Conference Room, 2:00 - 3:00pm
Wednesday, November 17, 1999
Issues in Cultural Diversity Series
Expressing Ethnic and Cultural Identity Through Literature
Jerome Library - Pallister Conference Room, 10:00am - 12:00pm
Wednesday, January 19, 2000
Dr. M. L. King Jr. Tribute Program
Expressing Ethnic and Cultural Identity Through Music
Jerome Library - Pallister Conference Room, 10:00am - 12:00pm
Wednesday, March 15, 2000
Issues in Cultural Diversity Series
Expressing Ethnic and Cultural Identity Through Drama and Film
Jerome Library - Pallister Conference Room, 10:00am - 12:00pm
Friday, April 28, 2000
MAC Tenth Anniversary Celebration
Guest Speaker: Dr. Rush Miller
Jerome Library - Pallister Conference Room, 3:00 - 5:00pm
Libraries and Learning Resources' Multicultural Affairs Committee
1999-2000 Academic Calendar
Mary G. Wrighten, Chair
mwright^bgnet. bgsu.edu
(419)372-7897
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Remains of
Nazi aide
committed
to sea
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BG News Photo/BEN FRENCH
Brian Warren, a freshman computer art major, takes advantage of his free time Sunday
afternoon to work on a drawing of the Jerome Library.

By GEORGE BOEHMER
Auociatrd Preu Writer
FRANKFURT,
Germany
1
— In an attempt to prevent neo-Nazis from building a
shrine in Germany, prosecutors
ordered the remains of Hitler's
secretary, Martin Bormann,
committed to the Baltic Sea, a
magazine said Sunday.
Der Spiegel, a Hamburgbased weekly, said that Bormann's remains were deposited
into the sea two weeks ago after
Erosecutors ordered his skeleiii cremated.
"We wanted in all cases to
prevent a memorial being erected anywhere," Frankfurt prosecutor Hildegard Becker-Toussaint was quoted by the weekly
as saying. Becker-Toussaint
could not be reached for comment Sunday.
Spiegel said that surviving
Bormann relatives wanted
nothing to do with his remains.
The state paid the $2,990 in
costs for cremation and committal.
It was not clear from the
report if Bormann's ashes were
scattered or if they in some sort
of container that was sunk.
Past experience shows that
the graves of old Nazis are
sought out by neo-Nazis as rallying points.
Police have had to block off
Wundsiedel, a town near the
border with the Czech Republic, where Hitler's deputy,
Rudolf Hess, is buried to prevent neo-Nazi demonstrations.
Hess the lone inmate in
Berlin's bpandau prison for 21
years, hung himself on Aug. 17,
1987.
In his book, "Nazi Germany:
A New History," author Klaus
P. Fischer, describes Bormann
as an "intensely ambitious and
calculating man who has been
referred to as the "Machiavellian of the office desk."'
Bormann, who was sentenced to death in absentia for
war crimes by the military tribunal in Nuremberg in 1946,
was long rumored to be still
alive after World War II and to
have been spotted in South
America and elsewhere.
Genet'c tests last year compared Bormann's DNA with
that of a relative and revealed
that a skeleton dug up in 1972
was Bormann.

Now Renting

FREE MEMBERSHIP AT CHERRVW000 HEALTH SPA
Come see us for a complete listing o( locations

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
530 MaPle St.

DINING SERVICES 1999-2000
NORNAL OPERATING HOURS

Student Union

The Nest
(.nil
Monday • Friday
10:30am - 2pm
Bowl -n- Greenery Monday • Thursday
11.30am -6pm
I - 6pm debit atccv.
Friday
1130am- 3pm
I - 3pm debit accev*
Coffee Shop
The Pheasant Room Monday • Friday
II 30am 1 30pm
Monday - Thursday
4 30 - 7pm
Pizza Shop
Monday - Thursday Cafeteria l-ine
Ham - 3am
Friday
I lam - lam
Saturday
4pm - I am
Sunday
4pm1-- M
3am
Main Dining
Proul Cafeteria

Kir isctvr Diniivq Center
Sundial Food
Court

Monday • Friday
7.30am - 7pm
Saturday - Sunday
10am • 7pm
Shadows Snack Bar Sunday - Thursday
7pm •Midnight
Silver River Cafe
Monday - Friday
5 - 8:30pm

Founders Dining Center
Keepers Food
Court

Monday • Friday
7 30am - 7pm
Saturday ■ Sunday
10am • 7 pm
Keepers Snack Bar Sunday - Thrusday
7pm - Midnight

LABOR DAY WEEKEND

OPERATING HOURS FOR DINING FACILITIES

OPERATING HOURS FOR STUDENT UNION
Friday. Sept. 3. IW9

SEPT I
Founders Keepers Hood Court

7:30m - 7:00pm

Kreischer Sundial Food Coun

7i.tOam - 7:00pm

GT Deli

Closed

Founders Keepers Snack Bar

Closed

Commons Dinnm Center

7:30am - 2:00pm

McDonald Dining Center

7:30am - 2:00pm

Chily's Express

8:00am - 2:00pm

Galley

7:30am - 2:00pm

GT Express

8:00am - midnight

Founders Keepers Food Court

I0:00am - 7:00pm

Kreischer Sundial Food Court

I0:00am - 7:00pm

Founders Keepers Snack Bar

Closed

GT Express

Noon - midnight

Founders Keepers Food Court

lOOOam - 7:00pm

Falcon's Nest

Falcon's Nest

Falcon's Nest

Pizza Ouilet
Grill
Coffee Shop

4:00pm - 1:00am
10:00am - 6:00pm
* Closed

Pi//.a Outlet
Grill

4:00pm - 1:00am
10 00ain - 6:00pm

Coffee Shop

>

Kreischer Sundial Food Court

I0:00am - 7:00pm

Founders Keepers Snack Bar

Closed

Kreischer Shadow Snack Bar

7:00pm - midnight

GT Express

Noon - midnight

Founders Keepers Food Court

10:00am - 7:30pm

Kreischer Sundial Food Court

10:00am - 7:00pm

Operating Hours

Galley

4:30pm - midnight

GTDeli

430pm - midnight

Prout
Bowl-N-Greenery
Debit Access
Pheasant Room
Pizza Outlet
Grill
Coffee Shop
Cafeteria Line

Pizza Outlet
Falcon's Nest

Chill
Coffee Shop

Kreischer Shadow Snack Bar

7:00pm - midnight
7:00pm - midnight

DIN INS
SERVICES

Noon ■ midnight

■^ ■■ Falcon's Nest

r«>!3

Normal operalin^ hours resume
I'uesday. Scpl 7lh in all University Dining Facilities

• • ■«

4:00pm - 3:00am
10 00am - 6:00pm
Closed

•

Tuesday. Sept 7. 1999

lounders

Keepers Snack Bar
GT Express

Closed

Monday. Sept. 6, 1999

SEPT. 6

5-- ? *^
;"•"• *

I0:30am - 2pm
11:30am - 3pm
1:00pm - 3:00pm
II :30am- 1:30pm
II 00am- 1:00am
11 00am - 6 00pm
700am - 3 00pm
7:30am - 10:30am
11:00am - 1:30pm

Sunday. Sept. 5. I999

SEPT. 5

r«r!

Proul
Bowl-N-Greenery
Debit Access
Pheasant Room
PI//J Outlet
Grill
ColTce Shop
Cateleria Line

Saturday. Sept. 4. 1999

SEPT 4

MVVICB

Operating Hours

10:30am - 2:00pm
II:30am - 3:00pm
1:00pm - ):00pm
4:30am - 7:00pm
11:00am- 1:00am
11:00am - 6:00pm
7:00am - 3:00pm
7:30am - 10:30am
4:30am - 7:30pm

Monday • Friday
Breakfasi 7 30-11:00am
Lunch
I lam - 2pm
Dinner
4 30 - 6 30pm
Saturday - Sunday
Brunch
lOam - 2pm
Dinner
4 30 - 6 30pm
Sunday • Thursday
Garden Terrace
2pm - 11 pm
DeJi
Friday - Saturday
closed
Monday - Friday
Towers West
4:30-6 30pm
Restaurant
Monday - Friday
GT Express
Convenience Store 8am • Midnight
Saturday - Sunday
Noon - Midnight

I larshiTvin
Monday - Thursday
7.30am - 2pm
4 30pm Midmghi
Friday
7 30am • 2pm
Closed Saturday
Sunday
6pm- Midnighl

Gate

Commons Dining Center

Chily's F.iprraa
Convenience Store

LABOR DAY WEEKEND

Monday - Thursday
11 am - II pm
Friday
llam - 6pm
Saturday
10am • 6pm
Suaday
10am - I lpm
Monday - Thursday
7am 6pm
Friday
7am - 3pm
Monday - Friday
Breakfast 7 30 - 10 30am
l.unch 1 lam • I 30pm
Monday - Thursday
Dinner 4 10 - 7pm

Mc Doivnkl Dii \inq Center

Main Dining

Get involved on campus. Join The
BG News. Pick up an application
in 210 West Hall today.

419.352.9378

Mondav - Friday
Breakfasi
7 30 I lam
Lunch
llam - 2pm
Limited Service 2 4 30pm
Dinner
4 30 6 30pm
Monday - Friday
Sam- Midmghi
Saturday - Sunday
Noon - Midnight

* Hours Sublet to Change

m
im

LIVING CANVAS PRESENTS

EOWF
PROFESSIONAL WRESTLING
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 3RD 1999
7PM
FRATERNAL ORDER OF EAGLES
BOWLING GREEN OHIO
EOWF HEAVYWEIGHT
CHAMPIONSHIP
RIP MALIBU - CHAMPION
vs.
"ROUGH RIDER" CHUCK WEST
NWA-MICHIGAN TAG TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP

"HARDCORE" GENE AUSTIN & "DEATH
DEALER" TOMMY STARR
vs.
BOBO BROWN & PETE CHRISTY
HARDCORE DEATH MATCH
FT. JONES VS. DIAMOND DOG
"DANGEROUS BULL'V.s. INDIANA KID JR.
PLUS 2 ADDITIONAL MATCHES
TICKETS:
$12.50 IN ADVACE WITH STUDENT ID.
OR CALL 352-5814
AVAILABLE AT LIVING CANVAS 446 E. WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN OHIO
AVAILABLE AT THE BOWLING GREEN FRATERNAL
ORDER OF EAGLE

Hi ldweiser

SHOWGIRLS

.«*.
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jQB Olir W6bSlte lOr detailS. Deadline for online entry is 10/15/99. Mail-in entries must be postmarked by 10/15/99. No

purchase necessary. Must be at least 18 years old and a licensed driver in state of residence. Void where prohibited. For Official Rules, mail a self-addressed stamped envelope
to: The eCampus.com Wanna Win a Hummer? Rules, c/o Marden-Kane Dept RF, 36 Maple Place, Manhasset, NY 11030. Requests received after 10/31/99 will not be fulfilled.
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NOW
Local artists win at Cosmo's
By ANTHONY RECZNEK
The BG News
Entering Cosmo's Coffeehouse, 126 E. Wooster, you cant
find yourself just admiring the
aroma of a freshly brewed coffee, you favor the atmosphere
and decor of the surroundings
as well.
Something that directly
relates to this phenomenon is
that Cosmo's serves as a showcase for local artist to display
their work.
Cosmo's displays a wide variety of arts, from computer to oil
paintings. "It's a win/ win situation " according to Cosmos
owner George Loper. "The
artist have some place to show
their work and I have something to display for my customers."
The artists also win because
sometimes their work is purchased. With a small commission for Loper as well.
Most of the artists inquire if
their work can be displayed;
however, not just anything can
be exhibited.
" I just can't put anything up.
It has to be pleasing and con-

ducive [to the environment!,"
Loper said.
There have been a few
artists who have had their
work on display more than one
occasion. The works of Leonard
Taylor and Clayton Peterson
have both been showcased more
than once.
The artists do not have to be
affiliated with the University.
The work currently on display is Greg Drextler's, a
Wright State Graduate, and
Bowling Green native.
Drextler's series of work will
remain on display until the end
of September.
Drextler describes his intentions were "[T]o combine painting and sculpture into one
form, co-existing on different
planes."
An example of this can be
seen in his piece "Volkswagon
Inside and Out" where Drextler
combines the image of the
beloved Beetle and one of its
physical parts.
Junior, a speech disorder
major and Cosmo's regular,
Leigh Ciamaga says, "It's nice
to have somewhere to go where
you can get a sample of culture
for free and great coffee too."

Ana Pereira and Mike Hammer
NOW Co- Editors
372-6966

P<o£bup Qc/Vh£A>
Liming the K-Hole
Buildings are built
like stop signs,
stopping buildings
from burning
down.
Veins are filled
with desire like city
hearts sitting in
city. Waiting, watching
buildings pumping pretty
plastic machinery so fake
and on fire.

BO News photo/ CARRIE HOOK8
Cosmo's employee Jay Olzak serves Ron Wooburn and Bob
Schmidt some of the good stuff. Cosmo's will display the artwork of Greg Drextler until the and of September and Waterfield
Is performing this Saturday Aug. 4th.
"I want [my] customers to
have a cultural experience, not
just coffee." Loper said.
That's why in addition to
having works of art on display,
Cosmo's also provides a venue
for local music performers to
display their talent.
The music varies from folk,
classical, jazz, indie rock, and
Celtic, to name a few.
Last spring Cosmo's even
had a 12-piece swing band from
the University perform. "We
had to push back all the tables
form them to fit," Loper said.

For more need requires
more needles to fill veins
that aspire to be
cum icons,
that can't make eye
contact with their own
eyes in a mirror.
- Mike Planicka

The music is scheduled a
month in advance and there is
no cover charge to get in, but
tips are strongly encouraged.
Saturday check out Waterfield.
Campus
radio
stations
Loper believes in letting his
WFAL and WBGU are holding
customers take part in the own- informational meetings this
ership that is why he lets them week. Anyone interested in
have the chance to perform and becoming a DJ or working with
decide what is going to be hang- promotions, productions, music
ing on the walls.
staff or sales can stop by .
If anyone is interested in
WFAL information night is
contacting George Loper, about Tuesday Aug. 31, at 9 p.m. and
possibly displaying their work WBGU is Wednesday at 9 p.m.
or performing at Cosmo's just
Both meetings
stop in and inquire.
will be held in 121 West Hall.

The Deal With The Corner
The NOW section will be
bringing you the Pomtry Corner every Monday.
Each week a different poem
will be placed in the corner.
Submissions are wanted.
Poems can be prose, free
verse or form. They can be any
subject matter.
They must be short and in a
simple form, or they risk being
reprinted incorrectly.
Ml submissions must have
contact information; name,
phone number and e-mail
address.
Drop off submissions to
The BO Newt, 210 West Hall
or e-mail submissions to Mike
Hammer at
rainermaria@hotmail.com

Become a DJ

4.1

5.1
6.F*rojKyl«
7. Hot Water ttwge
8. Skull Kontrol
9. Microphones

Need Cash to

PAY THOSE BILLS?
At RPS you can work 3 to 5 hours a day and earn as much as
you would working 8 hours at another job,
AND have more free time!

Immediate
Interviews
Stop by 300 Saddlemire
Today Thru Sept. 1st
From 10a.m.-4p.m.

MOFFER:

00
HOUR

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Year-Round Position
5 Shifts To Choose From
3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
Tuition Assistance
Paid Training
Advancement Opportunit
Weekly Pay
No Union Dues
Starting At $8.50 ■ $9.00
$.50 Raise After 90 Days
Great Work-Out

An FDX Company
650 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy.)

Call Today!
419-531-9450
800-582-3577

E0/AA
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Matt Steiner
Sports Editor
372-2603

SPORTS
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Women's soccer downs MSU, Valpo
Falcons, Spartans go to 'sudden death'in BG's home opener
By MATT STEINER
The BG News
As the sun beat down on
Cochrane Field Friday, the
BG women's soccer team
played a close match against Michigan State. It took sudden death overtime, but the Falcons shined in the
end defeating the Spartans 3-2.
"This is a team that beat us 5-1 last
year," coach Tom Picirillo said. "We've
got to be happy with that. Anytime
you're playing a Big Ten team, it's a
great win.
With 5:14 left in the first 15 minute
overtime period, Michelle Lisy
emerged from a scramble in front of
the MSU goal.
"We put some numbers in to try to
get some confusion," Picirillo said. "I
think the more confusion you have
there, the more advantageous it is to
the offense."
The junior forward zeroed in on a
crossing pass from freshman Jill
Conover. In the blink of an eye Lisy
snapped her head, met the ball and
found the right corner of the net.
"Beth (Wechsler) just played a
great ball with the steal," Lisy said.
"When Jill (Conover) had it, I knew
that if I just hung back a little bit, I
might be able to get in there. Jill just
played a terrific ball over the middle
and I squeezed in and had a little bit
of luck on my side."
MSL's Becky Wilger had tied the
game at two with 28:02 left in regulation. Teammate Kim Van Cleef,
picked up her second point of the
game on the play by feeding Wilger on

a Spartan breakaway.
Van Cleef scored MSL's first goal
late in the first half, tying the score
after BG opened the scoring early in
the contest.
Less than six minutes into the
game BG sophomore Desiree Erb
scored on a Beth Wechsler pass.
Chaos occurred in front of Spartan
goalie, Mara Lee. The ball bounced off
an MSU player giving Wechsler the
chance to feed Erb.
Erb scored the second Falcon goal
also, breaking a 1-1 half time tie.
Thirty seconds before the Spartans
put their second goal in the net, Erb
scored to the left of Lee following a
failed attempt by MSU to clear the
ball out of their zone. Lisy and
Conover got the assists on the play.
In the first half, MSU was able to
keep the ball in the Falcon zone most
of the time. BG's defense held strong,
allowing the Falcons several scoring
opportunities despite the Spartan ball
control.
After the intermission, the game
turned into a see-saw battle. The
Spartans missed three chances to win
in the final five minutes, sending the
game into overtime.
"We played with a lot of heart,"
Erb said. "It was hot out and we were
tired, but the team just kept pushing
even after regulation was over. We
BG New* Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
had our opportunities and we finished them. That was the difference."
Despite the loss, MSU outshot the BG freshman forward Jill Conover (25) collides with MSU's Nicole LaPlae (21) and goal keeper Mara Lee. The ball
inevitably rolled wide of the net. Lee was shaken up on the play, but remained in the game.
Falcons 18-15. BG goalkeeper Erika
Flanders tallied six saves while Lee
saved five.

BG defeats Crusaders easily Jbr 2nd win
By NICK HURM
The BG News
The Bowling Green women's soccer
team continued its winning ways Sunday
with a 5-1 victory over Valparaiso.
The Falcon offense overloaded the Crusaders defense, outshooting Valparaiso 20
to 11. On the other side of the ball, BG
used their new zone defense to smother
any spark that Valpo had to offer.
"What we tried to do today is come out
and get ahead quickly, which is what we
did," Captain Forward Michelle Lisy said.
"We kind of got frantic a little bit in the
second half. Then we just gained our composure and ran away with it which is what
we needed to do."
The Falcon freshman class was a major
reason for BG's success. Forwards Jill
Conover, Autumn Harris and Susan WalBG New» Photo/ BEN FRENCH lace combined for three goals and three
assists. Wallace picked up two of the FalFalcon sophomore Erin Incorvaia attempts to maneuver past a cons' five goals and added an assist.
Valparaiso defender late in the game Sunday. BG improved
"I was Just tnere at the right time,"
their record to 2-0 to begin the 1999 season.
Wallace said. "They gave me good crosses,
so it's kind of hard not to put those in. I

Buckeyes lose
high-scoring affair
in Kickoff Classic

i
i
,' By RICHARD ROSENBLATT
l The Associated Press
EAST RUTHERFORD, N. J.
f — By knocking off Ohio State
f in the Kickoff Classic on Sunday, the Miami Hurricanes
have that championship feeling
for the first time in a while.
"We're good, we're very
good," quarterback Kenny
Kelly said after he threw for
|. one touchdown and ran for
» another in his first start as No.
i 12 Miami beat No. 9 Ohio State
f 23-12 before a Giants Stadium
I crowd of 73,037. "But we have
I to go 13-0 to have the kind of
season we had in the late '80s,
> and then 111 tell you Miami is
.' back."
Even though it's just the first
{ game of the season, the win
I may be the biggest for the Hur| ricanes since the school was hit
j with NCAA probation in 1995.
The
three-year
penalty
i restricted the number of
[ recruits Miami could sign, and
[ the school replaced coach DenJ nis Erickson with Butch Davis,
who has spent four years trying
to change the bad-boy image
and build a team similar to the
""ones that won four national
titles from 1983-91.

"This is a great way to start
our season," Davis said. "We're
1-0, but we're not back yet. It's
been a long rebuilding job and
this is a nice step forward."
Davis said Miami's 49-45
win over UCLA at the end of
last season told him the program was on the upswing. A
win over Ohio State, an annual
title contender the past four
years, is an even bigger step
forward.
"It's too early to say about
this team, whether we're back,"
Hurricanes tailback James
Jackson, who ran 44 yards for a
first-quarter touchdown and
finished with 89 yards on 24
carries, said. "Well have to see
what we do against Penn State
and Florida State."
Miami plays No. 3 Penn
State on Sept. 18, and No. 1
Florida State on Oct. 9.
Ohio State coach John Cooper is not used to losing so early
in the season. The loss — the
Buckeyes first in a season opener since Alabama beat them in
the 1986 Kickoff Classic —
reminded Cooper of Penn
State's 41-7 rout of No. 4 Arizona on Saturday.
"Now I know how Dick

.

-

just got lucky I guess."
The Crusaders only attempted four shots
on goal, three that were saved by freshman
goalkeeper Erika Flanders.
"I don't know how well I expected to do,"
Flanders said. "One of my goals and what
Tom IPiccirillo] wanted me to do is come in
and lead the team."
Coach Piccirillo stressed the importance
to the team to come out strong after Friday's emotional overtime victory over
Michigan State —- BG listened.
The orange and brown scored three
unanswered goals on the Crusaders. Junior
defender Autumn Harris started the shooting spree off for the Falcons, heading in a
corner at the 30:20 mark in the first half.
Before BG fans had time to sit down, the
Falcons had scored again on a shot by
Conover. Three minutes later Wallace
returned Forward Desiree Erb's shot that
deflected off the post and put it in the goal.
"It's real tough to stay focused, especially after you have a 3-0 lead," Piccirillo said.
"We were in such a battle on Friday, that it
was kind of tough to keep it."

Men lose
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Asioclated Press Photo
Miami's Santana Moss evades Ohio State defenders as he goes
67 yards for a touchdown In the second quarter of the Kickoff
Classic.
Tomey felt yesterday," Cooper lead.
said, referring to the Arizona
After his TD run, Kelly
coach. "I feel the same way threw for a 2-point conversion
today."
and after his Til pass he ran for
Although the game was slop- 2-pointer as Miami erased Ohio
py at times, with numerous State's 9-7 first-quarter lead.
turnovers and penalties, the 6"I don't know if that TD at
foot-2, 195-pound Kelly over- the end of the half was the
came two fumbles and two turning point or not," Kelly said
interceptions and finished 17- of his hookup with Moss, "but it
of-25 for 245 yards.
put us up and it let them
In a 3:06 span late in the down."
first half, Kelly ran 7 yards on a
There was no doubt in Coopnifty bootleg to put Miami er's mind.
ahead for good, and then threw
"Their wide receivers made
a 67-yard touchdown pass to so many big plays against us,
Santana Moss with eight sec- but that jump ball just before
onds remaining to give the halftime was the biggest play of
Hurricanes a 23-9 halftime the game," Cooper said.

.' "

-

Valparaiso answered back just before the
half. Crusader midfielder Lisa Springs
rebounded a Lindsey Malecki shot that hit
off the crossbar and put it in the goal.
"A two goal lead is a real deceiving lead,"
Piccirillo said. "If they come out and put
another in, it's suddenly a one goal game.
So it was important that we stayed
focused."
Lisy put in the Falcons' first goal of the
second half off a Wallace assist with 18:27
left in the game. Three minutes later, Wallace put the game away scoring her second
goal of the game with an assist from her fellow freshman Conover.
"Wallace and Conover both have jets,"
Piccirillo said. "We really expect more out of
our freshman now and again.
The Falcons hot start should not be a big
surprise. In all three years of the program's
history, the Falcons have won their first
two games.
"It's been a great weekend and I think
we've played well," Lisy said. "Everyone is
working hard. Our defense is doing an
incredible job."

By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
Raider goals were defensive
The BG News
breakdowns.
The Bowling Green men's
"We have a couple things to
soccer team knows it has some work out before the season
small corrections to make begins," Malik said. "That's
before Wednesday's home open- what the preseason is for."
er against Dayton.
Mahler believes Wright
The 3-1 loss in Friday's State's first two goals came on
scrimmage at Wright State saw correctable errors.
Wright
to that. Junior midfielder Tom State's first goal came on a
Thomas scored the Falcons' throw-in while the second
lone goal. Despite the loss, came on a crossover. The ball
coach Mel Mahler believes his hit a BG defender and a Raider
team played better than player was there to hit it home
against Duquesne.
before the BG defenders could
"It's frustrating to lose but at react. Mahler said those would
the same time, it's not the end normally not happen.
of the season," Mahler said.
"Well have to keep working
"The season is divided into hard and prepare for Dayton,"
three — September, conference Mahler said. "We need to be
games and the postseason. Our more comfortable with each
goal is to be playing our best other. It's just a matter of
soccer the first week in Novem- becoming more cohesive. Then,
ber."
the little things will take care
In its only other scrimmage, of themselves."
BG tied Duquesne and former
Mahler said the Dayton
assistant Wade Jean 1-1.
game was scheduled at 5 p.m.
"We have two more days to in hopes of seeing more student
work hard on getting ready for support.
Wednesday," sophomore Tbny
After facing Dayton, the FalMalik said. "We just need to fin- cons host Western Kentucky
ish all chances we have."
and DePaul in the Falcon ClasMalik did not believe the sic Sept. 4 and 5.
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Unlimited tanning $25 per month
Close to campus. Campus Tanning.

352-7889
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Campus Events

By TOM WITHERS
The Associated Press

BEREA, Ohio — Once the
feeling returned in Chris Spielman's arms and legs, he picked
himself up, and though a bit
shaky, walked off the field
under his own power.
He may soon walk away
from the NFL the same way.
Spielman, the Cleveland
Browns' intense middle linebacker attempting a comeback
from neck fusion surgery in
1997, could announce his
retirement Monday after getting his second scare of the preseason following a violent helmet-on-helmet collision that
sent him to the hospital during
Saturday night's exhibition
game.
"He's exploring all of his
options," said Browns coach
Chris Palmer, who spoke to
Spielman twice on Sunday.
"He's going to look at everything and go from there. What
we want to do is sit back take a
look at things, let things settle
down for 24 hours both emotionally and physically and
then talk about the subject at
that time."
Palmer wouldn't go so far as
to say if he recommended to
Spielman that 10-year veteran
should retire. However, the
first-year coach intimated all
that may be left for Spielman to
do was announce his career was
over.
"There's some things that
have to be ironed out, discussed, looked at," said Palmer,
who was visibly shaken after
Saturday's game. "I think once
that's all done I think well be
in pretty good shape."
After speaking with Spielman over the phone early Sunday morning from the hospital.
Palmer said the two visited
again at 8 a.m. in Palmer's
office.

Lacrosse
NEW MEMBER MEETING
WED Sept 8. 8:30pm
BARoom 116

Worried about pregnancy?''
Free Pregnancy Tests.
Confidential and Caring
354-<673 BG Pregnancy Center

•

Wanted

Begin the Journey to Wellness
Tue. nights Yoga class - 6:45-6:00
Call UfePaths 352-5724
Have a guitar and want to learn how to
play it? Already play and want to get better? Learn chords, scales, accompaniment, solos, theory, favorite songs, we
teach all genres (rock, country, jazz, classical, etc.). Join the students at the East
Merry Guitar Studio. Very affordable We
teach you what you want to learn. For
more information or to set up first lesson,
call 352-3672 Ask for Adam.
SKYDIVE BG welcomes you to your new
adventure. We are offenng a back to
school skydiving special of $110 thru
September. Only 10 mlns. from BG campus. MC/VISA accepted. Skydive BG
352-5200.

Personals
Fraternities, Sororities, &
Student Groups
Earn $1,000 to $2,000 with easy
3 hour CIS Fund Raiser event.
No sale required. Fund Raiser
Days are filling up, so call today.
Contact Mike Corrigan 600-543-3793.
Free confidential and compassionate support group available for women suffering
from the after affects of abortion. If you're
experiencing feelings of loss, anxiety,
shame, and sadness, call Cheryl at 354HOPE.
Free Gift
A gift of $10.00* is waiting for you!
To receive your gift and more details
Go to http://www.varsityDOoks. com/gift
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: M. W
DOUBLES GOLF-AUG. 31; W. C SOFTBALL- SEPT. 1; M SOFTBALL-SEPT 2;
M, W DOUBLES TENNIS-SEPT. 7
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED
FOR SOFTBALL. APPLY IN 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE AND PICK UP AND
COMPLETE TAKE-HOME TEST BEFORE AUG. 31ST. MUST ATTEND
MANDATORY CLINIC ON SEPT 1ST.
SPRING BREAK 2000-Plan Nowl
Cancun, Mazatlan. Acapulco. Jamaica
& S. Padre Reliable TWA flights.
Best prices & packages. Book now and
SAVE) Campus Reps wanted-eam
FREE trips.
1.800.SURFS.UP
www.studentexpress.com
Where are the witches?
They go to Alternatives for their ritual
needs: Incense, tarot, herbs, oils, stones,
ft more. 131 W. Wooater St. BG. Or call
352-7333. Don't forget our organic food &
cruelty free health & beauty items'
After your spirit at Alternatives.

Fern, wants own room for 1 month penod
Under $200 monthly rent
Daytime: 874-5727. Evening: 354-5416*
Female sublease' needed ASAP in BG
Sl80/mo. Own room in townhouse
Very nice. Call 897-9492

Help Wanted
Babysitter needed for my 3 children in
Waterville. Flex, hours, must have own
car. S5.hr Call collect: 419-876-4665.
Babysitter needed for professor's
2 toddlers in Perrysburg.
Tues. and Thura. 1-5. $7.00Vhr. 372-8111
Blakely Care Center is accepting applications for 2 middle-persons and a dishwasher in our dietary dept. These positions are part-time. 4-7:30pm. There is also an opening for a part-time cook, 1:007:30pm. Hourly attendance bonus. 90
wage increase & annual wage increase
offered Please apply in person 8am-2pm
at 600 Sterling Drive, North Baltimore.
OH. EOE.
Campus Reps Needed
Earn $10 an hour working on campus.
Ten hours a week No sales required. Call
Mike Corrigan © 800-543-3793.
Certified aerobic instructors needed at
Hardbod/s Fitness Center. Located In
Kroger Plaza, BG. Call 354-5060.
Child care needed for one year old in my
home. 7:30am-12:30pm Mon. & Fn. during school year. Additional hours possible. t5 mms. from campus. Expenence 4
references required. 823-1547.
Child care provider needed in private
home. Part-time, flexible hours. Canng for
infant. Must have transportation. Perrysburg area. Call Jill (419) 872-6850.

Call 353-6202.
Desk clerk needed for local motel. Midnight-earn shift, must work weekends, 3-4
shifts/week. Apply at Buckeye Inn. 8-4, MF. 352-1520.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS "
Work part-time, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Starting pay is $5.30 per hour with an automatic $.25 per hour increase to $5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small parts.
Apply in person between the hours of
900 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC., 428 Clough Street, Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen next to the railroad tracks.

and still get your full three hours of sleep.

kinko's
Express Yourself."
PHOTOCOPYING, PRESENTATION SERVICES, COMPUTER RENTALS, COLOR PRINTING,
BINDING AND PRETTY MUCH ANYTHING ELSE YOU CAN THINK OF TO MAKE YOUR POINT.™

E

BG
NEWS
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Wednesday September 1st
4-10 pm

40

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
COMPUTER SERVICE RENTAL
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115 RAILROAD ST. • 419-354-3977
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YOU COULD START YOUR
PAPER THE NIGHT BEFORE

Childcare needed after school for 5 & 8
year old. Must have own transportation.

University
Customer
Appreciation
Day
■ -

WELCOME FRESHMEN!

Services Offered

••••••••••••
•
•

page 9

Register to win a free
color TV and a VCR
Look for the Full Page Ad in next
Wednesday's paper for details. "A"

•
•
• ••••••••*••
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Hom.com/,,, ^

Overall Homecoming
Meeting
Tuesday, August 31
9:30 pm
State Room 3rd floor Union

Free Pizza & Pop
Any Questions/Concerns contact
Megan Fulkerson @ 372-2343 UAO Office

Homecoming Week
October 3-9th
BGSU Falcons
vs
Miami Redhawks

-

page 10
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The BG News
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars. For into call 203-977-1720.

Blakely Care Center is looking for caring,
out-going individuals who would be Interested in working as part-time activity assistants. It you enjoy working with people
and participating in a variety of activities.
Please apply In person at 600 Starting
Dr.. North Baltimore. OH EOE.

DiBenedetio's hiring part- and full-time.
Start $5.25/hr. Prep a delivery personnel
Apply M-F after 2pm. 1432 E. Wooster.

Miscellaneous worker needed tor local
motel. Flexible hours. Work includes
mowing, painting, shoveling, etc. Apply at
Buckeye Inn. 8-4, M-F. 352-1520.

LIKE TO SINQ7I?
Tnnrty Church Choir needs members.
All voice pans. Any ma)orl
Rehearsals: Thurs, 7 p.m.-8 p.m.
Services: Sundays. 10:30 a.m.
Come to first rehearsal1
Thursday. Sept. 2. 7 p.m.
Questions? Call Trinity at 353-9031
Trinity United Methodist
200 N. Summit. BG
(3 blocks west ol campus)

Help Wanted

Child care needed in my Perrysburg
home for two children. Occasional evenings and weekends. Must be canng. reliable, own transportation and references.
Call Gayte-419-874-7781
Clerical assistant needed for Continuing
Education to assist with filing systems, record keeping, report generation, word
processing, photocopying, other duties as
assigned. This student position requires a
high degree of accuracy and strong organizational skills. Prior office experience
required. 12 hours weekly $5.907hr. Application deadline September 7, 1999.
Call Anita Knauss. Continuing Education,
372-8181.

Monday, August 30,1999

Editor for Continuing Education, International A Summer Programs. This student position serves as the assistant editor in the production of marketing and promotional materials. The assistant editor
will research, write, edit, and proofread
copy for press releases, paid ads. catalogs, brochures, flyers, and web pages.
Also arrange for advertising in area publications, develop copy for calendars of
events and assist with the development of
web sites (html not required). Other duties
as assigned. Send resume to Anita
Knauss. CEISP. 40 College Park by Wednesday. September 1.1999.

FINDERS RECORDS TAPES COMPACT
DISCS Pt. time/full time sales positions.
Send or drop off resume to Finders. 128
N Main St.. BG OH, 43402.
FREE BABV BOOM BOX
♦
EARN SI 200
Fundraiser tor student
groups & organizations. Earn
up to $4 per MasterCard app. Call
tor Info or visit our website.
Qualified carters receive a FREE
Baby Boom Bon
t -800-932-0528 »«t. 119 or ext. 15
www.ocmconcepts.com
Full 4 Part-time positions available in day
care serving infants through preschool
age children. High school diploma required. Call 87S-4190 lor more Info.

Interested in television!
I interested In broadcast news!
Interested In BG 14 News,
Bowling Green's only live,
local news source}
-INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS

Grounds Keeper-Part time
(10-20 hours per week for)
BEHAVIORAL CONNECTIONS
OF WOOD COUNTY OFFICES
MUST BE RELIABLE
MUST PROVIDE
OWN TRANSPORTATION
EEO
Send work history and Qualifications to
BCWC HUMAN RESOURCE DEPT.
1033 DEVLAC GROVE
BOWLING GREEN. OH 43402

Returning members - Tuesday August 31
Non-members - Wednesday September I

Both meeting^ 9:15 p.m.

Highly motivated, Responsible
Campus Managers Needed
Earn $1500 to $3000 this semester
No sales required.
Call Mike Corrigan O 800-543-3793

"First Floor West Hall
Information 372-2997 '

HOMEBASED BUSINESS
$982 - 5,947/mo PT/FT
800-400-3429
vnvw.byebyeboss.com
Landscape Nursery
Flexible hours, starling $6.50/hr.
419-686-7865

Needed: Student with 2 or 3 free hours either AM or PM that likes working outside
doing mowing, shrubbery, trimming, etc.
Please call 686-4527.
Part-time positions available
for child care suit.

Call 352-2506
Lawn maintenance positions available.
Part a fu« time hours Call 352-5822.
Life drawing models needed for the
School of Art $6.90 per hr. Flexible firs.
Current openings; Tues. & Thurs. 11 302:20 and 2:30-5:20 Mon. & Wed. 6-9 pm.
and 11:30am-2:20pm. Contact Jane Steinert 372-8510.
Local firm will be accepting applications
Wed Sept 1st from 10-4 O the Student
Union for part time-full time positions
w/flex hrs. around classes. All majors
may apply. $40.000/yr. in scholarships
avail., co-ops/internships have been
awarded in past. Fun atmosphere, work
locally. $11.45 base-appt. or check us out
on our website O www.workforcestu-'
dents.com/oh.
Longs cleaners needs pan-time help
3 to 6 Mon thru Frl. plus Sat.
2 to 5 plus Sat.
Apply in person at 345 N. Maple St.
353-4494 - $6 an hour.
Mike's Party Mart
Has a pan-time sales clerk position avail.
15-21 hrsVwk. Enjoy working at a popular,
fun. friendly, family-owned hometown
store! Must be friendly, neat, dependable,
and honest. Located on S. Main In "Big
Lots Plaza" near Papa Johns. 352-9259.
ask for Mike or Tina.

Personal Care Attendant needed ASAP.
I am a student living on campus. I need
some help getting ready in the morning
and getting ready for bed in the evenings
due to mobility Impairment. These duties
would include assistance with bathing,
dressing, and transferring from the wheelchair to the toilet and back. This position
is similar to a nurses asst. If you're interested or have any questions or concerns,
please call. Pam or Methan O 666-7548
or Peggy Dennis O 372-8495 in the disabilities services office 413 South Hal.
This position is on campus.
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT position assisting persons with mental
retardation/developmental disabilities In
daily living skills in a Residential setting.
Excellent salary and benefit package.
Pan time positions available ranging from
21 to 71 hours biweekly. Salary Is
$7.55/hour for first 90 days, thereafter beginning at $9 94/hour based on experience. High school diploma or GED required; no experience necessary. Positions available In Bowling Green and Perrysburg areas. Interested persons may
obtain an application packet from Wood
County Board of MR/DO. 11160 East
Gypsy Lane Bd . Bowling Green, Ent. B.
Monday-Friday. 8 00am-4 30pm E.O.E.

Dive in to •••
Need some extra cash?
Looking for a great
on-campus job?

Dates: August 31 -October 26

!*&.Time:

See what BGSU Telefund has to offer

6:30-9:30pm (Tuesday)
Noon-2:00 pm (Saturday)

Place: SRC Conference Room & Cooper Pool
Cost: $200 for materials, class instruction and
equipment
Certifying Agency:
SSI
Class Limitations: Twelve (12) participants
Register now in the Student
Recreation Center Main Office. For
more info, call Mike Giles at 372-7482

-

Restaurant help. Experience gnll cooks.
Prep cooks, servers, and busers needed.
Please apply in person to Maggie's.
25481 N. Dixie in Perrysburg
Servers - Cooks
Haskins Inn - Haskms. OH

823-0014
SPRING BREAK 2000 with STS-Joln
America's »1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica Mexico, Bahamas. Cruises, and
Flondp Now hiring on-campus reps. Call
I 800-648-4849 or visit online O
www.ststravel com.
Student clerical position (20 hrs. week).
Candidate needs good communication
skills, experience with Microsoft Word and
Excel. Preference will be given to candidates with previous experience. Rate of
pay: $5.90mr., 20 hours a week. Send resume and two letters ot recommendations
to Mary, Continuing Education, 40 College Park by Friday. September 3rd.
Telephone order clerks full/part-time.
S6 00/hr guaranteed. Dally bonus avail.
Start immediately 353-8705

SCUBA
Days: Tuesdays & some
Saturdays

LIFEGUARO-positions available at tie
Ntchol Therapy Pool. Varied hours available. Salary $7.00 hourly. Must be IB
years of age and have high school diploma or equivalent. Must have current liteguard certification and first aid from the
American Red Cross, YMCA, or Ellis i
Associates. Application packets may be
obtained from the Wood County Board ol
MR/DO, Ent. B. 11160 Gypsy Ln Rd, BG.
BO0am-4:30pm. EOE

• Above minimum wage
• Prizes and rewards for excellent performance
• Great resume experience for public relations
marketing, and communications majors (but
all majors are welcome to apply)
If you're enthusiastic about BGSU and If
you're a great conversationalist, this might be
your oportunity. Come to the Telefund Center
to see a detailed job description and to fill out
an application
The Telefund Center is located on the north aide of
Harshman between Chapman and Bromfield Go
through the glass door to the right ot the loading dock.
lollow the hallway to Tetetund!

<^3^
'BGSU

Utl /t'l lll'.llll
127N.Main.BG. * 353-1361

The St. James Club is in need of an outgoing, energetic people person Full and
part time positions available. This position
would require you to be involved in all
areas of the fitness club. Apply in person
at:
The St. James Club
7337 W Bancroft
841-5597

Live On Stage...

Gallagher II
The Living Sequel
Sept 17th & 18th
Tickets At Theatre
6:30-9:30p.m. Daily
To Charge By Phone:
1-888-811-8825

For Sale
"1111 Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 7 Nights Air. Hotel. Meals.
Drinks From $39911 of 6 Small Businesses Recognized for Outstanding Ethics!
springbreaktravel.com 1 -800-678-6386
••111! Spnng Break Specialsl Bahamas
Parly Cruise 5 Days $2791 Includes Most
Meals! Awesome Beaches. Nightlife! Panma City, Daytona, South Beach, Florida
$129! springbreaktravel.com 1-800-6786386
'95 Probe SE. Loaded
CD. A/C. Power. 5-speed, 76K
Asking $6700/OBO 352-4090
For sate by owner: 1964 Homeette, 2
bdrm, 1 bth Call & leave message 3524133.

CfWIWwje yourself... Train hard... Be better today...

KARATE
t-Af M

Hondas frcm $500
Police impounds and tax repos
For listings call 1-800-319-4558 ext. 4558
Loft for sale.
Perfect for dorms.
Erin-354-5917.
Ofl-Campus Parking
Spaces for rent
Available Immediately

Dafes:

September 8-December 8

Days:

Sunday, Monday & Wednesday

Time:

7:00pm—8:00pm

Clough S Manville

PFace:

SRC Dance Room

352-9925.

Cost:

$20 (stu.)/$35 (non-stu.)

$20/mo.
1 block from campus

Siqn up for ffcVi beginners efau V*
tne S«C IMafc Offfce. Cefl 37M7T1
or ematf tboro3f>@bo^ri>gsu.er4u
for more information.

HELP
Dining

For Rent
1.2,3 Bedroom Apts
From only
$415
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353 7715

WANTED
Services

NOW HIRING
FOR
FALL 1999

-1EYEI
».r>

Dining Services relies upon student help in the restaurants, dining centers,
convenience stores, snack bars and fhe Student Union Job opportunities
ore flexible. Available positions include general food service worker,
cashier, office worker, cook, sludenl manager, student personnel coordinator, computer specialist, courier and clerical. Wages are competitive and
a variety of incentives are provided.

Begining Fall Semester 1 999, the starting wage for Dining
Services BGSU student employees is $5.70 per hour. $5
Meal Bonus Dollars are awarded if you work 13 hours a
week and $10 Meal Bonus Dollars are awarded if you work
20 hours a week.
Work at the Union Pizza Outlet
or Commons Bakery between
the hours of 1 -4am and receive
50 cents more per hour)
1 -4am workihiff beginning
base pa/ is $6.20 per hour
Apply in person al the University
Pizza Outlet and/or Commons
Bakery, Ask for the managers,
Freshman only scheduled to work 8
hours per week
• at 8hrs VwU$ 182 40 a month
' Let us mentor you!
Training for all employees
1
Set Schedule for entire Semester

Apt w/2 Ig. bdrms. Univ. Courts, air
cond.. carpeted, unfurnished. Off-street
park., laundry facilities $475/mo. ♦
phone, cable, electric. 5 min. from campus, Univ. shuttle accessible. 9 or 12 mo.
lease. Avail. 9-15. Call 352-3525.
Jay-Mar Apartments
Spacious, 2 bdrm apts.. laundry facilities.
ArC. gas heat. 2 FURNISHED/ 2 UNFURNISHED. $47S/rno. 12 mo. lease
Call 354-6036.

ELI VERY!

One and two bedroom furnished apartmenu available now. 352-7454.

FF...(ASMOCN).

BUY TEXTBOOKS ONLINE
scorn
••■

316 Ridge St. -2 BR house 3 blocks from
campus. Sec. Dep . tenants pay utilities.
no pets. $525/month. 12 mo. Lease only.
Avail, now. Call after 5:30 pm 352-2330
or 354-2854.

cartel

IKW8I II

8RI1JK.«*'*
OTTO RIP

2 bdrm apartment. Quiet non-smokers
$425. utilities ind.
1/2 block from campus. Pets allowed.
Call 353-6181 or 352-5951 alter 6:00 p.m.

Roommate needed Immediately $230 a
month + electric and phone Furnished
apartment dose to campus. Call Doug at
354-7362.
Unique, 1 bdrm apt
Character plus
$425 ♦ utilities. 373-7495.
Very nice 2 bedroom unfurnished apt
Prefer grads or working adults. 710 71h
St 352-3445.

ni DiniifcCantar 372-2563' KrefscherSondial Food Court 372-2825.
McDonald Dining Cnter 372-2771 • SrudW Union 372-7947
Fhe Galley 372-2766 • Founder. Keeper, Foorl Court 372-2

•'

